
Sentral comprehensively collects large amounts 
of data about your school. Making sense of data 
for effective decision making can be a difficult and 
daunting task. As a strategic partner with Microsoft, 
Sentral is pleased to offer Microsoft Power BI to help 
overcome that problem.

Power BI (Business Intelligence) is an analytical tool 
that brings raw data to life, creating visuals that are 
easy to interpret. Processes that previously involved 
the manual creation of charts and graphs are now 
replaced by instantaneous visuals that present your 
valuable data in engaging and insightful ways. 

Presenting your school’s data as stunning visuals that quickly 
convey important information.

Key Benefits

Instant data 
visualisation

Simple data 
analysis

Simultaneously analyse 
multiple data types

Aggregate data across 
different categories

Analyse cause  
and effect trends

Power BI – a gold  
standard solution
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Bring your school’s 
valuable data to life 
and improve teaching 
and learning with 
Power BI.

To book a demo, visit sentral.com.au 
or contact us on 02 9029 3993

Connect with us

Test assumptions and analyse trends
Power BI enables analysis across various data 
categories, allowing you to test assumptions. Instead 
of using educated guesses, or manually created 
spreadsheets to draw conclusions, Power BI instantly 
presents your data as visuals that can be used for faster 
and more effective decision making. 

Share knowledge and insight more easily with 
staff about trends across a range of academic and 
administrative issues. Power BI enables your staff to 
spend more time discussing the implications of the 
analysis, and less time interpreting complex data. This 
reduces administrative burden and frees up time for 
better teaching and learning.

Expand when you need to
Power BI is a global gold standard for analysing 
complex data. Sentral is pleased to offer the 
‘standard’ visualisation tools with each Sentral service 
agreement. No special skills are required to benefit 
from this powerful analysis tool. For schools with 
appropriate software development resources wishing 
to extend their analysis, an extra editing licence 
can be purchased. This enables schools to conduct 
customised analysis to their specific requirements.


